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Saturday, August 21st

9:05am-9:15am Welcome   
9:15am-10:45am Let Unity Do the Work with Tongo Eisen-Martin   
10:45am-11:00am Break  
11:00am-11:45am Poetry Reading plus Q&A with Tongo Eisen-Martin 
11:45am-12:00am Breakout Rooms 
12:00pm-12:30pm Lunch/Break  
12:30pm-1:30pm Poetry beyond the Page ~
                              Engagement with Creative Arts and Community Activism with Cie Gumucio  
1:30pm-2:00pm Breakout Rooms & Break
2:00pm-3:00pm From Poet-Teacher to Poet Mentor with Fernando Albert Salinas
3:00pm-3:30pm Breakout Rooms & Break
3:30pm-4:30pm Linguistic Justice: Teaching Poetry in Multilingual Classrooms Dawn Trook
4:30pm-5:00pm Breakout Rooms & Break
5:00pm-6:15pm CalPoets' Input to the Board with Rob Eskridge
6:15pm-7:00pm Dinner 
7:00pm-9:00pm Open Mic hosted by Daryl Ngee Chinn
 

Sunday, August 22nd 

9:05am-9:15am Welcome 
9:15am-10:45am Writing the Heritage Poem for Resilience and Hope with Shonda Buchanan
10:45am-11:00am Break  
11:00am-11:45am Poetry Reading plus Q&A with Shonda Buchanan 
11:45am-12:00pm Breakout Rooms  
12:00pm-12:30pm Lunch/Break
12:30pm-2:00pm Written on the body: a workshop on pronouns with Emily Squires
2:00pm-2:30pm Breakout Rooms & Break
2:30pm-3:30pm Ear to the Ground:  A Conversation with Youth Poets 
                             with Angelina Leaños, Zoya Ahmed & Natasha Hirshfield
3:30pm-3:45pm Break
3:45-4:30pm Closing to Opening (Symposium Closing) with Susan Wooldridge

Symposium Schedule
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Workshop Descriptions & Bios
 
TONGO EISEN-MARTIN
Let Unity Do the Work The objective of this workshop is to share strategies for writing and editing poems generated by the idea that your poetry is the same as every other aspect of your life; a
part of your one human experience taking place in an interconnected reality. The view of craft as component can wall away potential insight and inhibit writing. Writing strategies that flow from the
reality that craft does not have to be a metaphysical, separate entity from you strengthens all internal processes of liberation, importantly including your art. You can let the infinite, natural
occurring unities of reality do the work for you on the page.

Tongo Eisen Martin:  Originally from San Francisco, Tongo Eisen-Martin is a poet, movement worker, and educator. His latest curriculum on extrajudicial killing of Black people, We Charge
Genocide Again, has been used as an educational and organizing tool throughout the country. His book titled, "Someone's Dead Already" was nominated for a California Book Award. His latest
book "Heaven Is All Goodbyes" was published by the City Lights Pocket Poets series, and was shortlisted for the Griffins Poetry Prize and won a California Book Award and an American Book Award.
His forthcoming book “Blood On The Fog” is being released this fall in the City Lights Pocket Poets series. He is San Francisco’s eighth poet laureate. 

CIE GUMUCIO
Poetry beyond the Page ~ Engagement with Creative Arts and Community Activism. How can you engage with your community to expand the role of poetry beyond the page into a creative
voice for good and inspired action? The intention of this workshop is to help you generate and grow your ideas for student engagement with poetry through the related creative arts leading to
community activism. Join in for this talk and interactive discussion of what has worked, talk about next best steps, and risks to consider taking. Bring pen and paper. Let’s come together, generate
possibilities and be inspired.

Cie Gumucio is a CalPoets AC and Poet/Teacher in Santa Barbara. Her writings have been selected for the Speaking of Stories series at Center Stage Theater. Her solo Los Angeles art exhibit,
Writers in Search of the Sacred explored the convergence of art, theater, and literature. She curated the TEDx event, Rediscovery of the Senses. Cie has designed art installations for galleries with
video, poetry, dance and performance. As a member of the Writer’s Guild, she won awards for writing in the film and television industry. She believes in poetry and art, in all its forms, as an on-
going exploration of what it is to be human. Cie is deeply moved by the experience of teaching in the schools and hearing children give voice to their inner lives through poetry.

FERNANDO SALINAS
From Poet-Teacher to Poet Mentor It can be challenging to nearly impossible for a young poet to find a mentor. Maybe even more difficult to find one who’s a good fit—who not only writes work
that is personally inspiring, but is also accessible and willing to share time and expertise. This workshop will discuss paths and best practices for progressing from a Poet-Teacher to a Poet Mentor.

Fernando Albert Salinas is a Master Poet-Teacher, the Ventura County Area Coordinator, and on the Board of Directors for California Poets in the Schools. He is an Adjunct Professor of English at
Ventura College, the Ventura County Area Coordinator and recitation coach for the California Arts Council’s Poetry Out Loud program, and the Editor-In-Chief for Spit Shine Publishing. As Literary
Arts Program Coordinator for the Ventura County Arts Council, he focuses on enhancing the presence and appreciation of poetry, and the spoken word. Look for his new book, The Misadventures
of the Barrio Boys of Guadalupe, releasing this month. For more info, visit: FernandoAlbertSalinas.com. 

DAWN TROOK
Linguistic Justice: Teaching Poetry in Multilingual Classrooms
As poetry teachers and poets, we all know that poetry is a perfect conduit for exploding rules of languaging. Using poetry to celebrate the power of owning one’s natural language and language
patterns can help give students confidence in their voices and expertise as writers, speakers, thinkers, and wonderers. This workshop will present scholarship in anti-racist writing pedagogy and
code-meshing as well as a series of poetry exercises to free students of the Habits of White Language (HOWL). 

Dawn Trook resides in Merced where she teaches first-year composition, creative writing, and community-engaged theater at UC Merced. Her poetry now more often takes shape in the images,
rhythms, song, movement, and language of her solo performances. Her new work-in-progress, Man in the Moon, is about grief, magic shows, and stars. 

ROB ESKRIDGE
CalPoets’ Input to the Board
This is a time of change at CalPoets. Virtual classrooms and networking are on the rise. A new independent contractor law in California affects many of us.  Some of our most established Poet-
Teachers are retiring. There is a renewed awareness of the importance of diversity in our Poet-Teacher community, and more interest throughout the nation in youth poetry at large. In this session,
the CalPoets' community is invited to dialogue on these challenges and opportunities with Rob Eskridge, vice president of the CalPoets' board of directors. This community meeting is open to
everyone and is a fantastic opportunity to learn more about California Poets in the Schools, and add your input to the future direction of the organization.

Rob Eskridge is a grandfather of five munchkins who are growing up with poetry in their lives. Rob’s career as a strategic planning consultant for businesses has taken him to more than 40
industries and 15 countries. His board service with CalPoets, reading poetry and mountain biking at the coast offer a wonderful balance to the world of work. Santa Clara University BA Economics.
Univ. of Southern California MBA. UCLA postgraduate work.

DARYL NGEE CHINN
Host for CalPoets' Open Mic
Join the CalPoets' network for an Open Mic.  We will open up the zoom meeting room at 6:45 pm to take sign ups.  No need to register to read before then.  We'll continue to take sign ups
throughout the evening, time permitting.   A few ground rules:  1) 3 minutes 30 seconds each time up 2) Only original works 3) No hate speech 4) Poetry in all languages is welcome.  Here's to a
great program full of beautiful self-expression.

Daryl Ngee Chinn is a poet, poet teacher, bookmaker, and editor. His book and book-related publications include Soft Parts of the Back (University of Central Florida, 1989); artist books;
collaborative books; self-published chapbooks; and school and statewide poetry anthologies in Nevada and California. He published his first book of poems and color photographs in 1973 and has
worked or volunteered for poetry teaching and related activities including fundraising, board membership, and mentoring. He was a founding member of the North Redwoods Book Arts Guild and
served as Humboldt County Coordinator for California Poets in the Schools.
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SHONDA BUCHANAN
Writing the Heritage Poem for Resilience and Hope
Led by Shonda Buchanan, this seminar will be part group discussion and part workshop where we’ll explore how heritage poems by authors like Joy Harjo, Yusef Komunyakaa, Lucille Clifton, Hayden
Carruth and Li-Young Lee generate, create and cultivate hope and resilience. Using their techniques and strategies, i.e., incorporating their landscape, lineage and cultural edifices, attendees will be
taken through a workshop to write our own heritage poems of hope and resilience. After the workshop, Shonda will give a reading from her collection of poetry, Who’s Afraid of Black Indians? and
from an unpublished manuscript of poems about Nina Simone. A Q & A will follow the reading. 

Shonda Buchanan: Born and raised in Kalamazoo, Michigan, author of Who’s Afraid of Black Indians? and the award-winning memoir, Black Indian, former Virginia Poet Laureate Carolyn Kreiter-
Foronda says, “Shonda Buchanan’s powerful narrative passionately showcases her Black Indian heritage.” Daughter of Mixed bloods, Shonda Buchanan writes poetry to transform humanity,
stemming from a childhood steeped in intergenerational trauma and the convergences of the heritage of African enslavement, Indian Removal and the Trail of Tears. Shonda has taught poetry
workshops, given readings and lectures for middle schools and high schools as well as for prestigious colleges and universities such as Harvard University, University of Pittsburgh, Antioch
University, and also for federal government entities such as the U.S. Embassy in Kuala Lumpur and the Government Accountability Office. Vice President of Beyond Baroque’s Board of Trustees, a
USC Los Angeles Institute for the Humanities Fellow and a Department of Cultural Affairs City of Los Angeles (COLA) Master Artist Fellow, Shonda is published in multiple anthologies, and has
written for the LA Weekly, AWP’s The Writer’s Chronicle, the LA Times and Indian Country Today. Currently a Senior Lecturer at Loyola Marymount University, Shonda recently completed a collection
of poetry about Nina Simone and is working on her second memoir and a novel.

EMILY SQUIRES (She & They): 
Written on the body: a workshop on pronouns  This session will explore the power and practicality of pronouns. We’ll cover some history and language, why and how pronouns matter, and ways
they (can) shape our gender identities. Facilitated for the teaching artist as the primary audience, we’ll also workshop practical ways of integrating pronouns into your practice and share resources.
This workshop will be interactive and conversation-based, so come with your questions, curiosity, and vulnerability (and pencil & paper).
Note: The Zoom Room to attend this workshop will close after ten minutes have passed.

Emily Squires is a white & queer facilitator, artist, and organizer. Centering community, relationships, and creativity in their work, Emily has worked for a range of organizations, including the City of
Philadelphia Mural Arts Program (PA), the Sexual & Gender Minority Youth Resource Center (OR), and the Center for Equity & Inclusion (OR). Her practice is multidisciplinary and investigates themes
such as voice, participation, love, and belonging. Emily also makes bagels, reads science fiction, writes two poems a day, and co-parents two tiny humans and a muppet dog.

ANGELINA LEAÑOS
Ear to the Ground:  A Conversation with Youth Poets During this session we’ll engage with a panel of young, California poets as they speak out on the issues, challenges and opportunities that
matter to them.  This will be a moderated discussion around the theme of poetry for hope and resilience.  Each poet on the panel will also share an original poem or two.  Bring your questions as
there will be an open Q & A.  

Angelina Leaños is the 2020-2021 Ventura County Youth Poet Laureate, a program supported by the Ventura County Arts Council. In high school, she won the Poetry Out Loud competition at
both the school and county levels and has since returned as a recitation coach for Ventura County. She is the youngest poet in California Poets in the Schools' history (established in 1964) to be
invited onto their Board of Directors. During the pandemic, Angelina created an online platform for other poets by organizing a monthly bilingual poetry open mic with the Oxnard Public Library
system, which will continue in August 2021. 

NATASHA HIRSHFIELD
Ear to the Ground:  A Conversation with Youth Poets During this session we’ll engage with a panel of young, California poets as they speak out on the issues, challenges and opportunities that
matter to them.  This will be a moderated discussion around the theme of poetry for hope and resilience.  Each poet on the panel will also share an original poem or two.  Bring your questions as
there will be an open Q & A.  

Clothing designer, sculptor, painter and poet, Natasha Hirschfield, is a 14-year-old artist from San Anselmo, California. Natasha uses art to solidify her perceptions of the world, questioning and
observing our surreal day to day life as humans. Her paintings, photos, and poems have been featured in three international juried exhibitions at the San Francisco Walt Disney Museum. Natasha
created a collaborative mural with other young artists on equity and social justice as part of Youth in Arts: C Street: Untitled. Her poems have been featured in the international journal Girls Right
the World, California Poets in the Schools, and art mag Feverdreams Magazine.
https://girlsrighttheworld.com     https://www.feverdreamsmag.com      https://www.instagram.com/nashayart/

ZOYA AHMED
Ear to the Ground: A Conversation with Youth Poets During this session we’ll engage with a panel of young, California poets as they speak out on the issues, challenges and opportunities that
matter to them. This will be a moderated discussion around the theme of poetry for hope and resilience. Each poet on the panel will also share an original poem or two. Bring your questions as
there will be an open Q & A. 

Zoya Ahmed is the 2020-21 Youth Poet Laureate of Sonoma County. She is an 18-year old writer who writes about tough and sensitive issues surrounding prejudice and privilege, and her
experiences as a young brown woman in today’s society. She was a former Sonoma County Poetry Out Loud champion, and proceeded to become a finalist at the state-wide Poetry Out Loud
competition in 2019. She was also the 2019 winner of California’s Poetry Ourselves competition with her original poem titled “A Concerto of Spice''. She has read her poems alongside many
renowned California poets and has hosted the virtual poetry reading, “Poetry in Action” for United in Kindness in Sonoma County. Ahmed attempts to celebrate her rich South Asian roots through
her poetic style and voice. She is a poet who ultimately speaks for those who are silenced. 

SUSAN WOOLDRIDGE
Closing to Opening  (Symposium Closing) As we come together in a time of breakdown to breakthrough, we will gather words and begin to create a vision for ourselves and all the world. We will
write playfully—asking our souls and our shadows to join us to write with what poet Anne Waldman called “goofy profundity.” Drawing from the well of the conference with words from our hearts,
we will close with a spiral poem as our lines come together into a group invocation for each of us and a re-imagined world.

Susan Wooldridge has held workshops on creative language and process with thousands of adults and children. Her book poemcrazy:  freeing your life with words is now in a 32nd printing. Anne
Lamott wrote, “This is a wonderful book—smart, wide-eyed, joyful, helpful, inspiring. You’re going to love it, and love writing poetry more for having read it.”  Recently poemcrazy was number 7 on a
Penguin/Random House list of the 28 best books on writing.  Susan’s chapbook of poems, Bathing with Ants, was published by Bear Star Press.  For many years Susan has held workshops in rural
California libraries sponsored by Poets & Writers Org. and CA. Center for the Book. Susan has worked in over 80 libraries and her workshops have been featured in Poets and Writers magazine. 
 For more information, check out Susan’s website susanwooldridge.com
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